Dear Apprentices,
Thank you for attending the Amsterdam Tai Chi Winter Training 2019
Hungry anyone?
Hereby we love to invite you for lunch, dinner and a party dinner at the Kerkstraat!
As we all know, doing Tai Chi can sure make you hungry. So to take care of our
physical engine we will cater lunch every day beginning from Friday January 4th
Lunch catered all week
from Saturday 5 January 2019 till Friday 11 January 2019
Dinner on Sunday 6 January 2019
Party dinner will take place on Friday 11 January 2019

Guess who’s cooking?
This year the catering will be done by Corridor Catering with Suzan Kalle. She is a
young entrepreneur and is passionate about food and loves cooking. She works for
many years together with Roosje who catered last years Winter Training. Besides
cooking Suzan runs an art space in Amsterdam with the name Corridor there is
often cooking involved so she started Corridor Catering. Next to that she regularly
accompanied Roosje on the road with the foodtruck, catering for film crews and
Dutch movie stars. Suzan will be assisted together with a colleague to make sure all
meals will be served smoothly.

Suzan is looking forward seeing you all and to prepare great meals for us!
Lunch
Suzan is very creative and this will show in her cooking. Suzan will prepare lunch
with a variety of homemade soups and salads. There will be plenty to choose
from, including fresh bread and vegetables. Suzan will make sure there’s enough
variety and she will try to cater to all. So when singing up let Suzan know about
any special diet wishes and she will try to create a suited menu for you!
Dinner
There is also a dinner catered at the Kerkstraat. While enjoying warm sunny colourful
meal with beans, meat, vega, burritos, fresh dips and lots of crunchy vegetables from
Suzan we’ll have time to socialize and to catch up. Join in for this special evening
together.
Party dinner
For the party dinner Suzan will make a festive buffet. Serving various delicious
dishes from the Turkish cuisine a so called Meyhane, her favourite kitchen due to
her family based in Turkey she travels there a couple of times a year. There will be
different meze to choose from like vegetables, salads, dolmas, lentil köfte
accompanied by a tasty stew güvec. And of course don’t forget about dessert.
Please feel free to invite your partner or friend to the Party dinner and join the
celebration! The more the merrier.
Costs
Lunch €12,50
Dinner €17,50
Party dinner and dessert €27,50
Unfortunately it is not possible to get a refund on missed meals.
Sign up and fill in the form
Please fill in the form on and let us know about any specific diet wishes so we can try
to create a menu suited for your taste. We will try to consider all requests.
https://taichichuan.nl/amsterdamwintertraining2019/catering/

